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Marin Voice: It’s time for a change at Golden Gate Village

By Royce McLemore, Len Rifkind and Larry Bragman

Saturday, July 21, 2018

State law requires landlords to maintain standards of habitability
and compliance with multiple housing codes.

California Civil Code, Secection 1941.1, for example, requires
dwelling units to have effective waterproofing, unbroken windows
and doors, plumbing and toilets in good working order, water
supply providing hot water, heat, electrical systems in good
working order, building grounds kept clean, free of filth, debris,
rubbish, rodents and vermin.

On June 6, Bay Area Property Inspections, a fully licensed and
credentialed residential property inspection company, conducted a limited inspection of the exterior of 49, 69
and 31-45 Cole Drive, and the interior of apartments at 49 Cole Unit No. 11, 69 Cole Unit No. 20, and 39
Cole Drive, at Golden Gate Village in Marin City, and prepared a written report.

The report notes that structural and architectural integrity of both the low-rise and high-rise buildings is
excellent. Golden Gate Village has been placed on the National Register of Historic Places in recognition of
its visionary Frank Lloyd Wright design by his West Coast partner, Aaron Green. The condition of the
interior of the units is far more troubling.

Each apartment inspected contained unsafe and outdated electrical subpanels and other electrical code
violations constituting fire hazards requiring replacement.

Heating temperature controls in these units did not function. There was no heat in the bathrooms. Hot water
pipes were not insulated or protected, creating burn danger particularly for small children, and sheet metal
covers on radiators could not be removed to clean coil fins. As a consequence, the heater fins are heavily
coated with dust and debris, which creates ongoing air quality concerns.

Windows are vintage single-pane aluminum that were frequently stuck and could not be opened, which
violates fundamental ventilation and safety requirements for fire egress.

All units inspected have evidence of active rodent infestation.

The three units inspected represent only 1 percent of the units in the community and contained documented
habitability conditions described above. The Golden Gate Village Residents Council, however, has compiled
a comprehensive list of 98 units with complaints — roughly a third of all units. The most recent Department
of Housing and Urban Development physical inspection survey gave Golden Gate Village a score of 52 out
of 100, which put it in the bottom 10 percent of all HUD housing in the United States. The Bay Area
Inspectors and HUD reports can be accessed at: rifkindlawgroup.com.
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The recent private inspection and HUD’s national rating make abundantly clear that the Marin Housing
Authority has failed to maintain habitable conditions in many of the 296 Golden Gate Village units.

While private tenants can keep private landlords in line by filing administrative complaints with a city or
county housing or building inspection department, who is going to police the county’s failure to abate its own
violations of habitability requirements?

The people of Golden Gate Village deserve to live in habitable conditions no different than the readers of the
IJ would demand for themselves. Given the impasse over maintenance and repairs, perhaps it’s time for
county government to work with the Golden Gate Village Resident Council to pursue alternative management
with a private nonprofit organization in place of Marin Housing Authority.

Golden Gate Village’s recognition on the National Register opens up new funding opportunities that need to
be vigorously pursued without delay. New more nimble management will be able to work with residents to
pursue a visionary restoration plan that will abate rampant habitability conditions and reinvigorate the
architecture and opportunities for this historic community.

Royce McLemore is president of the Golden Gate Village Resident Council and on the board of the Marin
City Community Services District; Len Rifkind is an attorney and former mayor of Larkspur; and Larry
Bragman is an attorney and board member of the Marin Municipal Water District.

Editor’s note: Dick Spotswood’s column is on a two-week hiatus.
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